THE SOCIALIST VICTORIES

and gains in so many cities were won because the comrades there have been studying all sides of economics and government—or to put it in plain words—Socialism. Then when the election fights were on they were able to show the rest of the people just what Socialism is and the reason for it. Men will vote right, you know, when they know what right is. They have not been satisfied with the government of greed, privilege and plunder—they have been merely kept in the dark, but now when the comrades open their eyes, they VOTE RIGHT.

ARE YOU PREPARED TO DO YOUR PART?

The old capitalist papers and politicians are beginning to take notice—they are getting scared. The hardest looks must be struck now. Are you prepared to help? Berger, Spargo, Warren, Simons, London, Wayland, Gaylord, Underman, Irvine, Lewis—ALL leaders say the best preparation you can make is to read the Library of Original Sources—the greatest work extant for socialists.

PUBLISHED EXPRESSLY FOR SOCIALISTS

and other progressive people who do their own thinking. All socialist writers, editors and organizers use it and urge every Comrade to get it at once. Socialists in the United States and Canada are using more of this work than all others combined. No other work gives more than 5¢ of this red-hot stuff.
Work of Women in the Socialist Party

By CAROLINE A. LOWE

(The following is from the preliminary report prepared by Miss Lowe for the national convention in May.)

At the birth of the present Socialist Party, which took place at the unity convention of 1901, there were eight women who attended as regularly elected delegates.

Their influence was that of individual women and not that of representatives of any special movement of unrest or protest among the women of the working class. Such a movement had not yet had time for formation and we find no mention made in the minutes of the convention of woman's activity in the party organization, or of any need for special propaganda among women. The only mention made of the party's attitude toward women is in the platform, which demands "equal civil and political rights for men and women."

Three years later, in the national convention of 1904, the number of women delegates had not increased. California, Oregon, Colorado, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania each sent one, while Kansas sent two women in a delegation of six.

In the proceedings of this convention also we search in vain for any acknowledgment of the special wrongs or needs of the working woman, or of the necessity for any particular line of work to reach them with the Socialist message and enlist them in the party organization.

The Socialist women definitely made their debut in the party organization at the national convention of 1908. Twenty of them appeared upon the floor of the convention as delegates from fourteen states. Each of the twenty had a decided opinion as to the best way to reach her sisters and bring them into the fold.

From the first day to the last no group in the convention was more active and aggressive than were the women.

During the years from 1904 to 1908 the Socialist party had awakened to the fact that the "woman question" was a vital, living issue and must receive consideration. So, on the afternoon of the first day, the Committee on Rules recommended that "a committee on women and their relationship to the Socialist Party shall be elected, to consist of nine members," and the committee was duly elected.

The report of this committee recommended that a permanent woman's national committee, consisting of five members, be elected to formulate plans for, and to have charge of, the special work of propaganda and organization among women. It also provided that a special woman organizer be kept permanently in the field.

Not only did the convention adopt the above plans for pushing the work among women, but it also enlarged upon the meager platform demand of 1904 by inserting the plank, "Unrestricted and equal suffrage for men and women, and we pledge ourselves to engage in an active campaign in that direction."

The quiet, earnest work of women pioneers had at last borne fruit, and woman's share in the affairs of the party was now officially recognized. It but remained for her to outline her plan of action and put it into effect.

The Woman's National Committee proceeded to do this in a most efficient manner. A "Plan of Work for Women in Socialist Locals" was prepared and widely circulated.

Special lectures dealing with many phases of the woman question and the industrial conditions particularly affecting women and children were published.

By 1910 the special woman's work was so well established that the national party convention of that year embodied in the national constitution provisions for its continuance. An amendment which was included in the report of the Committee on Constitution and adopted by the convention, provided that a woman's national committee, consisting of seven women, be elected in a manner similar to the election of the National Executive Committee, and that it have charge of the propaganda and organization among women. It further provided that all plans of the committee concurred in by the National Executive Committee be carried out at the expense of the National Office.

The closing paragraph of the report of the Woman's National Committee contained the recommendation that there be installed a Woman's Department in the National Office and that the manager of this department be one of the regular employes of the office.

The report was adopted.

Now, indeed, the women had become a bonafide institution in the party organization. The Woman's National Committee elected a general correspondent to take charge of the Woman's Department and the work among women was established upon a permanent basis.

General Results of 1910-11

Much has been accomplished within the past two years. Many local woman's committees have been organized, hundreds of thousands of leaflets for women have been distributed. Women are serving as secretaries of five states, and of one hundred and fifty-eight locals.

One member of the National Executive Committee, two members of the National Committee and one of the International Secretaries, are women. Fourteen states have women state correspondents. Among our best known national lecturers and organizers, eight are women, and over twenty women have come under our notice as doing exceptionally good work on the Socialist platform in a national way.

About two hundred and fifty circular letters were sent out to locals having active women members, requesting answers to certain questions. Thirty-five replies were received. A summary of the work done by the women in these thirty-five locals shows remarkable activity. But no summary in dollars and cents can measure the actual result of their work. It represents an educational growth that is preparatory to awaking of women and girls to take part intelligently in the class struggle and work side by side with their brothers in winning the emancipation of the working class.

The summary of the reports from these thirty-five committees shows that these locals have a combined membership of 1,677 women.

During the year 1911 these committees have held 850 meetings. This committee sent for all the woman's meetings held even in these thirty-five places. In the New York and Chicago reports, only the largest and most important meetings were recorded. Meetings held by the women members in the individual branches were not reported for either of these cities.

During the year 1911 and the latter part of 1910, these committees, through their own efforts raised nearly $10,000, or to be exact, $9,740.09. This is exclusive of the money they helped to raise in the regular work of the locals, $5,853.96, that was raised for strike benefits, $666.50 for campaign funds, $529.49 for the support of the Socialist press, $337.35 for assisting in the furnishing of local headquarters, and $214.93 were spent for special literature for women.

When we realize that $10,000 was raised by the women in only thirty-five out of the five thousand Socialist locals and branches in the United States, we can begin to appreciate that from a financial standpoint, if from no other, it is important to enlist the women in the active work as members of the party.

Woman Organizers

At the opening of the Woman's Department in the National Office, Anna A. Malley was the only national woman organizer sent out by the Woman's National Committee. Comrade Malley is one of the most capable organizers in the Socialist Party. Her work proved of great service to the committee. Later she gave up the work to become the editor of "The Commonwealth."

Florence Wattles was elected as an organizer of the committee and was assigned to Indiana. As a result of her work in this state, local committees were organized and the woman's movement given great impetus through the state. In December, 1911, Comrade Wattles began work in Pennsylvania. During her work in that state she has organized several committees. Florence Wattles and has strengthened not only the work (Continued on page 13.)
The next speaker had been a prohibition lecturer. He wore a red tie, carefully groomed hair and mustache.

He did not tell us he was for the ladies, but his smiling smile as he looked our way proclaimed the fact. He launched out into bitter denunciation of brute man, bestialized and degraded by alcohol, mentioned serpents several times, wept over the widows and orphans of drunkards, and closed his remarks by repeating a very touching poem about a woman, a reformed drunkard, and a pair of baby shoes in an old trunk. His exit was attended by vociferous weeping.

As our prohibitionist left the platform, a tall, lank lawyer, in conventional county-seat garb, took his place. He was perfectly at ease, and spoke at length and with great eloquence to his spell-bound audience. He mouthed phrases about the inherent chivalry of man to woman, and something about a weak-willed vessel and the duty of a mighty oak to protect the clinging vine. Drawing a spotless handkerchief from the inside pocket of his frock coat, with highly dramatic effect, he stated that his mother also was a woman, and cited other touching incidents in history which proved beyond a doubt that the mothers of the great men of all ages had been women. Folding his arms across his breast, and resting his body upon his right foot, he struck the renowned pose of the conquering Napoleon—although by natural ability he looked like a vaudeville impersonator of Lincoln. He ended his speech by declaring he was willing to die, if need be, to save Moye, Halsey, and Pettibone from the gallows.

A village preacher followed the lawyer. He was delighted to address the convention upon a subject which lay so near his heart. He advised us women to go right ahead as we had been doing, distributing "Appeals" and giving ice-cream socials, working always within woman's sphere. He assured us that in 1912 we would have the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, and then woman would be blessed and sacred motherhood—would come into her own. He said that he would give his life if the wife of his bosom understood Socialism like Sister Jones, and that she would have been right by his side if peaches had not been ripe for canning. He closed his remarks by offering up the last drop of blood in his body to save helpless women and little children from the demon rum.

A cranky old fellow, an active member of the Farmers' Co-operative Association, was opposed to reforms or remedies of any kind. He had read "Patch the Old Garment," and was for our sticking to the class struggle and emancipating the working class from slavery. Anyhow, he had read that Mrs. Belmont was for woman suffrage and he was opposed to the Socialist Party having anything to do with anything that Mrs. Belmont was mixed up in. He "loved as how" he would quit the Farmers' Union or the Woodmen of the World if that woman should join them. By way of closing, he said: "I jest want to go on record as objectin' to our speakers sellin' such books as Bebel's 'Woman' and the 'Communist Manifesto,' which ain't teachin' Socialism at all." He subsided into his seat, expectorating an incredible amount of tobacco juice into a cuspidor, and continued to build the co-operative commonwealth by whittling toothpicks and matches.

I had been sitting very quietly during the session toying with a bottle of red ink, and loathing myself for having brought it all upon the defenseless heads of my women comrades. Weighed down by the hopelessness of the situation and the dark, malignant glances of those women who had been my friends and comrades, I was trying to decide between an exit by way of the window or the red ink room, when a mighty oak towered aloft in the rear of the room. His twinkling eyes looked with understanding into my fearful, appealing face, as he said, with dignity: "Comrade Chairman, I insist upon your confining the remarks of the next speaker to the question before the convention, 'What shall be the attitude of the Socialist Party toward woman suffrage.'

This all happened several years ago in a western territory. Times have changed somewhat since then, but the woman question is still shrouded in the nauseous sentimentalism of a past age. Even many of our Socialist speakers and representatives seem unable to strip from this issue the foolish chivalry of the Round Table.

Our recent experience in California and Wisconsin forces us to recognize the dual character of the woman question. It is not alone a sex issue, but is also one of the most vital class issues, and as such the Socialist party, in its championship of the working class, can no longer evade it.

Before the next convention it is to be hoped that the feminist and the masculine egoist will both have disappeared from our midst, and that we may discuss this important question in its social, economic and political phases with understanding and sincerity.
THE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN

The Woman's National Committee—Its Work
By May Wood-Simons

The Woman's National Socialist Committee is just four years old. Its work has been principally along two lines, (1) to educate women in Socialism and bring them into the party organization; (2) to secure the ballot for women.

Soon after the woman's committee was first organized the National Woman's Suffrage Association planned to present a petition to Congress for granting the suffrage to women. The Socialist women decided to assist in making this a large petition and collected between four and five thousand signatures which were sent to the National Suffrage headquarters to be incorporated as a part of the petition.

They decided, also, to have a special suffrage meeting at least once each year in every local. These meetings have been held every year since 1908 and in some places not one but several suffrage meetings have been carried through successfully each year. Large theaters have been filled every year in New York and Chicago, not to mention the well-attended meetings in Philadelphia, Boston and scores of smaller cities.

Among the speakers who have ably taken up the cause of woman's and suffrage and addressed these yearly meetings are Alice Stone Blackwell, Theresa Malkiel, Florence Kelley, Mila Tupper Maynard, Anna Maley, Mayor Lunn, Corinne Brown, Charlotte Gilman, Nellie Zeh, Bertha Frazier and many others.

Finally the Socialist women planned to prepare a petition to Congress and have it presented by the first Socialist congressman. The petition was prepared, signatures were collected and Congressman Berger has presented it to Congress.

In Massachusetts, where there is a Socialist member of the state legislature, a bill has also been presented to the legislature and the Socialist women of Massachusetts organized and carried through a splendid demonstration on the question of the petition.

There are now Socialist legislators in Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New York and Minnesota. In every one of these states efforts should be made to secure the introduction of suffrage bills and the legislative bodies should be so carefully arranged that the public will clearly understand that it is the Socialist bill on woman's suffrage that is being discussed.

There are three states in which the vote will be taken this fall on the suffrage for women—Wisconsin, Kansas and Ohio. In these states the women's committees will do a great amount of work through their local chapters to secure the public that the suffrage for women is one of the fundamental planks in the Socialist platform.

Whenever any body of men has been without the vote it has exerted every energy to secure the ballot. Now let the women show that they equally appreciate the necessity for making the ballot a part of the state and national platform.

It is noticeable that all the states in which women already have the ballot are far western states and the three just preparing to vote on the question are states in the Mississippi Valley. A great amount of work must be done in the eastern states. The Socialist Lyceum Bureau might find it advisable in those courses where ten lectures are given to make a part of the state and national program a part of the state program. It may also be found advisable in the future to hold the celebration of woman's suffrage day in the Socialist party at such time of the year that it will be feasible to organize large processions of the workers similar to the one in Boston last year. That demonstration was an eye-opener to prosaic old Boston, and the enthusiasm manifested, not only by the working women, but the working men, proved that the effort used in organizing such a procession was well spent.

But while we are making great efforts to secure the ballot for women, the National Woman's Committee has not neglected the fact that redoubled energy is necessary to show the women how to use the ballot when it is secured.

Here the work is truly Herculean. The Socialist women of the United States have not just begun its work. That work should be broader, more vital and constructive than the work of any preceding committee. Herebefore the committee has been feeling its way. Now that it is fairly sure of its ground it must go on working energetically for definite objects.

Some of these things of importance are:

1. Mothers' pensions. This measure, I believe, is not second even to the insurance question in importance. One is a provision for life near its close, this is provision for life at its beginning.

2. The arousing of greater interest in the educational, amusements, and protection of the young. The Socialist women cannot run the risk of, like her capitalistic sister, centering her thoughts only on her own development and advancement, a petty individualistic view. She must know that first and foremost she is responsible to society for the young.

3. Industrial education for girls. This subject is one of the gravest importance when women are entering industry to the extent that they are today and the very foundations of their economic life are being laid anew.

4. Leaflets and small booklets have their place, but an effort should be made to bring the Socialist women to make a more careful study than is contained in a five-cent leaflet. The movement is getting far beyond the stage where its efficient work can be done without a broader, more comprehensive knowledge than is found in a few printed leaflets.

5. Finally, an effort should be made to put the one woman's paper we have on a basis that will enable it to do the most effective work for the Socialist cause among women.

TO THE NEW WOMAN

Hero Myrdcor

(Following is the woman situation as a young Japanese artist sees it.)

She dreamed a beautiful dream, And ended a beautiful slave. Thou, daughter of the Dasseide, by what name Hast thou been condemned to water with a sieve? She searched the coin in the mud without shame Which men threw to buy the rose of her soul, Love— Ah, everlasting massacre of God's freedom— With the bayonet of sex, too horrible for thee, young dove!

Let, then, flowers, perfumes, petticoat-stricken romances go! Long, yea hopelessly too long, thou hast been dwelling In a false hothouse, caged like a starving roe, To die, Oh, slowly to die! But dost thou hear the drums rolling? In the purple distance they roll and drone like the waves; And now a cry, "Awake, woman!" Oh, see the banners rustling like the leaves!

The next issue of The Progressive Woman will be a Child Labor number, and with this issue we will also try and begin again the monthly programs for the local. Those programs were cut out for the reason that there did not seem to be enough interest in them. With the growth of the women's committees everywhere, we are hearing more calls for them, and we are glad to give them space, if they are being used. We would like to hear from you in regard to this matter.
Members W. N. C. and Convention Delegates

On the sixth of April a new Woman's National Committee of the Socialist Party went into office. Those “left over” from the old committee were May Wood-Simons, Winnie Branstetter and May Wood-Simons. The newly elected members are Luella Twining, Mrs. Ella Carr, Mrs. Meta Berger and Grace D. Brewer.

Mrs. Berger, who received the highest vote for this office, is well known to our comrades as having been one of the first Socialists to serve on the Milwaukee school board. She was formerly a teacher, but at the present time she is with her husband, Congressman Victor L. Berger, in Washington, where, no doubt, she is studying carefully the “way they do it at the nation's capital.”

Luella Twining came into prominence in the Socialist movement during the Haywood, Moyer, Pettibone trial. Although but a young woman and inexperienced as a platform speaker, so great was her interest in this case and her anxiety for the safety of the accused men that she went out as a speaker in their behalf, with the result that thousands of dollars were raised with which to carry on their fight. Miss Twining has been in Europe for the past two years studying conditions and speaking from time to time. She returns to our movement with a fund of valuable knowledge and experience.

Grace D. Brewer is the efficient “right-hand man” to Fred D. Warren of the Appeal to Reason, being his private secretary and stenographer. She has also been the editor of that famous department in the Appeal known as “The Appeal Army Column” for several years. Her husband, George D. Brewer, known from coast to coast as the manager of the Daily Worker, is, nevertheless, when in Girard among friends who know him both, frequently introduced as “the husband of Grace.” And Mr. Brewer, fully appreciative of the quiet strength and ability of his wife, is always happy to be known as “the husband of Grace.” Mrs. Brewer is a valuable acquisition to the W. N. C.

Mrs. Ella Carr is the secretary of the Chicago Christian Fellowship movement, and has for years been the business manager of “The Christian Socialist.” Besides the large amount of work which falls upon her shoulders in these two capacities, she is the mother of seven growing, healthy children. She also does some field work, going on a speaking tour now and then for the special line of work represented by the Christian Socialist movement. Mrs. Carr is a staunch supporter of the idea that a woman's place is wherever she can best serve society.

Winnie Branstetter, speaker, writer and mother of two bright little girls, is an example of what a very small person with big ideals and a good head can do. While her daughters are in school during the day she is assisting with the work in the Chicago Daily Socialist office. This is varied by calls to speak before the various branches of the city. Mrs. Branstetter is thoroughly alive to the need of work among women in the Socialist movement, as was evinced by her services on the W. N. C. during the past year.

Both May Wood-Simons and Lena Morrow Lewis are too well known to the general Socialist public to need an extra word here. They have given long and effective service to the movement, have shared in the highest official honors, and we are sure will continue to work as effectively, as conscientiously and enthusiastically to the end. Mrs. Simons is a delegate to the national convention from Kansas.

Anna Cohen is another Pennsylvania delegate to the national convention, and is probably the youngest of all the delegates. She is a working girl, being the book-keeper of a big mercantile firm. She is a fine type of the young American working girl who has awakened to the situation the workers are in and who are giving every moment of time away from their labor to a further study of the working class needs and to organization that will bring about a readjustment of social conditions in favor of the workers. Comrade Cohen is an active member of the Woman's Committee of Local Philadelphia, and fully realizes the necessity of bringing women into our movement.

Ida Haymen Callery, the State Secretary of Arkansas, comes as a delegate from that state. Mrs. Callery was formerly State Secretary of Oklahoma. During that time she was married to Phil Callery, the young Missouri orator who nominated Debs at the convention of 1908. They have worked together for the socialist cause in Oklahoma, and later in Arkansas, which is now their home. Believing, of course, in votes for women, they hope to have matters so arranged that their little daughter can help elect Socialist officials when she is of age. Mrs. Callery includes in her state work that of pushing propaganda among women.

Gertrude Breslau Hunt is another woman worker who will attend the national convention as a delegate. She comes from Pittsburgh, Pa., where she was engaged all last winter in Caroline, an evidence that resulted in freeing Fred Merrick, the editor of Justice, who had been arrested for exposing the terrible conditions in a Pennsylvania penitentiary. As a speaker and writer for Socialism Mrs. Hunt has a nation-wide reputation; but of this particular piece of work little is known outside of the vicinity in which she worked. It is too long a story to tell here, but it is worthy of being told. The Trimble County Worker (Warren, O.) says: “She had the case so well in hand when the day of the trial came that only one-third of her witnesses were examined, and John Marron, the famous lawyer, paid her the compliment of declaring her the best detective he ever saw.” Mrs. Hunt is particularly interested in winning women to Socialism, and one of her best lectures is on the woman question. The Trumbull County Worker (Warren, O.) says: “She had the case so well in hand when the day of the trial came that only one-third of her witnesses were examined, and John Marron, the famous lawyer, paid her the compliment of declaring her the best detective he ever saw.”

Mary O'Reilly, one of the women delegates from Illinois, is a Chicago girl, a school teacher and a Socialist speaker and writer. She is one of the members of the Board of Directors of the Chicago Daily Socialist, and has been instrumental in helping that paper over numerous rough places. Like many others of her younger women, Miss O'Reilly will no doubt make her work tell for Socialism more and more as the years pass.

One of the hardest workers in the Socialist movement, and one whose name is least known perhaps, is Mrs. Mabel Hudson of the National Office. Mrs. Hudson is another illustration of a very small person accomplishing a great deal of work. She went into the National Office in 1908, and has worked up from head clerk to head assistant of the National Secretary. She has the intricate work of our great, growing organization at her finger-tips. She knows local conditions from Maine to California, and from Alaska to Florida. Day in and day out she is at her desk, and many days far into the night, for to the Socialist movement she has dedicated her life and outside of her official work she finds few pleasures. Mrs. Hudson takes great interest in inspiring activity among the women who are already party members. “It is up to us,” she says, “to demonstrate not only to the men, but to ourselves, that we are a necessary part of the organization. As soon as we do this we can take an active, intelligent part in every division of the party work.”

Send 10c for a sample dozen of our new post-cards.
The Workers of the World

A Trades Union Department by Pauline M. Newman
Organizer for the International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union

HOW ABOUT IT, GIRLS?

At no other time of the year does the working girl feel the burden of the long working day more than in the time of Spring. This time of the year that the day seems so long. The air in the factory is suffocating; dirt and dust fill the air and the whole surroundings seem more wretched, more miserable than ever.

Ah, how you would like to run about the recently awakened country rather than sit at the machine, or at the typewriter! How you would like to roam in the fields, dreaming and admiring the beauty, the mystery of it all! Outside the sun is shining; you feel like leaving this prison. But the hand on the clock moves so slowly!

What a glorious time is Spring! Despair seems to vanish, gloom is almost forgotten; in the awakening of the earth your entire being is awakened and you feel as though you were transformed into a different being.

A six-hour day in Spring! What a delight it would be to leave the factory, mill, mine, store and office while the sun is still shining! To come to your room and find it filled with rays of sunlight and earthly perfume; to have time to rest, to play and to enjoy the most beautiful time of the year—Spring!

And why not? If you girls would but understand! If you would but realize the power which all of you possess! If you would only know that it is within your power to establish a six-hour day in Spring, eight hours in Winter and none in Summer. Summer should be spent in rest and play; that’s all.

Of course one of you could never bring it about, but all of you could, and you might add a narratively short time at that. All you need is to get together into an organization on the economic field, and in a few years you will also have power on the political field. Being alive to both, the six-hour day, which sounds to you now as a dream, would become a reality. How about it?

All of you want a six-hour day; of this I am certain. But as to how many of you are ready to help realize this dream is a question which must be answered by you. Remember that you can’t expect to get it as long as you continue to deal with your employer as an individual. You must bargain collectively and act as a unit, then your desire for a six-hour day would no longer be a thing for the future, but would become an immediate possibility.

How about it, girls? Spring is here; everything is waking, everything is alive—can you hear it calling? Spring bids you rise and awake!

Let your motto from now on be: “A six-hour day in Spring, and to get it we will organize into a union.”

A news item in one of the Chicago papers states that eleven employers were fined because they violated the ten-hour law for working women.

The workers of the Progressive Woman also know that the ten-hour law in the city of New York has hardly ever been enforced. Now what does it mean? Why are the employers always in a position to violate the law?

The answer is simple enough, to be sure. As long as the working women will not concern themselves with shortening their hours of labor the employer will always be ready to violate any law which spells less profit for him.

It therefore follows that working women must become their own factory inspectors. And they can do it easily, providing they will see the necessity for organization.

A law to shorten the hours of labor will prove beneficial to the working women only when the working women themselves will enforce the law—not until then.

We note with much regret that the strike of the lake seamen, which lasted for more than three years, had to be given up. Of course, we do not know the details. All we do know is that a referendum recently taken by the strikers resulted in favor of abandoning the strike.

The Lake Carriers’ Association, however, now not the fact that the lake seamen were forced to give in this time they will never strike again, or be satisfied with their lot. Men who had the courage, energy, patience and loyalty to their cause, men who had enthusiasm enough to be on strike for more than three years will never be satisfied with conditions as they are. As Ben Hanford used to say: “Once a striker, always a striker!”

The leaders and the rank and file of the Lake Seamen’s Union deserve to be respected and admired for the splendid spirit they have shown all through their struggle.

In Passaic, N. J., we have a strike of about 5,000 mill workers. The cause of their strike is the cause of all strikes—namely, low wages and long hours.

According to reports the girls are having a hard time. A special force of police are obeying the dictates of their masters and are clubbing every girl who dares to go near the factory to do picket duty, although picketing is legalized in the state of New Jersey. But it seems that the “special officers,” who are the scum of the earth, are using the club—it is mightier than the constitution.

The strike of the corset workers at Kalamazzo is still on. Scabs are few, and the strikers are hopeful of winning this just fight. We hope that they will succeed in getting the few ignorant girls out of the factory, and this will force the stubborn employer to recognize the rights of his employees.

Organized working women today are ruled by the spirit of solidarity. And they know when to demonstrate it, too. When two girls employed in a union factory in Cincinnati, Ohio, were discharged without any reason or cause, all of the four hundred girls employed in that factory went down with them. Talk about the advantage of unionism! If all other girls would get together, how much it would mean to them! Today they are getting discharged or sent away without any cause whatsoever, but they can’t do anything because they are alone—yes, and because they don’t belong to a union.

This act of the four hundred overall makers ought to be a lesson for every working girl.

Strikes were to take place in about six mill towns, but from newspapers we gather that the employers have increased the wages and have granted every demand of their employees.

It is reported that the Nemo Corset Company, which employs about 2,000 operatives, mostly women and girls, have at last completed their new factory, which is located at Sixteenth street and Irving place, New York.

The papers estimated that it has cost the owners of this plant more than one million dollars and that it is the most modern and most perfect factory not only in this country but in the whole world.

It has a roof garden that gives enjoyment, (Continued on page 14.)
ent labor unions rather than to try to build up new ones.

The adherents to the "two-arm" movement, we believe, will win out. However, the fight may be a hard one, and there are expressions of the fear of a split from some quarters. Above all things let us avoid this, since it can only hamper our movement toward final control of the social forces by the workers.

So here we have the two arms through the fray stronger, better and more determined to fight the common enemy, capitalism, than ever before!

**THIS ISSUE OF THE P. W.**

This issue of The Progressive Woman has been called "The Convention Number," not because it is full of what may happen at the convention, but because we are issuing it at the time of the convention, and are showing, by reporting our women's work in the movement, what our conventions have done for women.

At the convention of 1912 women delegates will take their seats and will proceed with the business of the organization with the same dignity and earnestness that marked the work of the men delegates. They will not be mere ornaments. Their hard labor in the various lines of party work will have fitted them to take their seats. The real question that may come before the house for deliberation. And this latter fact the constitution and principles of our party make possible.

How pitiable beside this splendid acknowledgment of the equality of men and women is the attitude of women who are forced to assume in going before the old parties to beg that a woman shall be incorporated in their platform! How these women must enjoy the sensation of being treated like irresponsible children pleading for a toy they would not know how to use! How much easier to swell the Socialist ranks until the party is large enough to sweep into victory, giving woman political and economic equality, and also releasing the worker from his present miserable condition of wage slavery!

These possibilities the Convention Issue of The Progressive Woman is endeavoring to prove by examples of the women's activities in our movement.

**MASCULINE CHIVALRY**

When the great steamer Titanic went down recently it killed something like 1,500 human beings, the great majority of them men. Reports have it that about 800 women and children were saved, and something like 80 men, besides the sailors who manned the lifeboats.

We know that these women and children were saved because the men stood back and—gave their lives instead. That's a terrible test of "manliness"! Men who feel themselves of importance in the world of affairs, step aside and give unknown women and children precedence in a life-and-death test.

We are filled with something akin to awe when we think of the personal struggles that must have filled each breast as its owner watched the rising water and the stream of men crowded from him, saw some frail woman taking his place in the lifeboats, and felt the darkness closing in about him.

But they did it. And yet most of those men, no doubt, stubbornly pursued the idea of the rights of women in participation in government affairs. Exploited them in industry, voted for the white slave pen, sent the daugh-

ter to the street, the son to the army, the husband to tramp the streets for a job! Four hundred immigrant women were saved. What of the lives of these poor women once they reach New York?

It is a strange situation, and one which no doubt requires the deep and unformulated processes of the masculine brain to account for. No woman has yet been able to understand and make up for the loss of men and women. And the workers, forgetting all departments for home, office and factory, have been, beginning to say they are willing to exchange the chivalry for the right to help run a government that will build safer ships, safer schools and factories and more public departments for home, office and factory, and think less of the profits and the gaudy display of the few at the cost of so many lives.

Chivalry, no doubt, has its attractive, romantic side, but just the feeling that a woman would serve social progress so much better!
The old processes of home production were conducted with a high degree of efficiency. Labor was not wasted by wholesale, the reward for the work was precisely due to the chance control of unknown or unseen forces. The system was safe, reliable and intelligent, and probably the largest amount of goods for the satisfaction of human wants have possibly been produced with the tools in hand. Do not forget that so far as goods were produced at home for home consumption, the sole purpose of their production was the satisfaction of needs.

Factory production of the necessities of life, transportation by public service corporations, storage by private companies, have all grown up on a large scale in a certain district, and each out any sort of regulation or control. They have all been left to the "enterprise" of private individuals, in pursuit of their own profit, for the satisfaction of the public want for a new one; but when that seed was fertilized by the principle of private profit it brought forth a strange plant, and that plant a wild one. Now let us see how sane and how efficient the new system is, and from the standpoint of either the worker or the consumer.

Under this system, men build factories and produce certain kinds of goods because they believe that people want the goods and have the money not only to pay the cost of production, but to pay a profit along with the cost. If the supply is greater than the demand, the price goes down; if the supply is limited and the demand is heavy, the price goes up under the law of competition, irrespective of the cost of production. Supply may be limited by natural causes, such as a shortage of raw material or labor; but such limited artificial causes, such as the closing down of factories and laws which prevent the free movement of materials or goods from localities where they are produced to places where they are wanted for consumption, are now limited to the last category; and the freight charges of railroads have all the effect of laws prohibiting the free movement of commodities. Freight rates are established by private and irresponsible persons, or were until the Interstate Commerce Commission began to put a check upon them, but they govern the public function of transportation with a complete despotism. Prices can also be raised by the producers making an agreement between themselves not to compete in the market, but to "divide the territory," that is, each one sells to all the buyers in a certain district, and each one can ask the highest price that the people will pay rather than go without the article.

Take the matter of sugar: The report of the Secretary of Agriculture for 1911 says (p. 16): "The beet-sugar crop of 1910 was the biggest for several years, and remained close to $20,000,000 in value, has risen to more than $24,000,000 this year, an increase of 23% per cent above the five-year average, and much above the previous highest value." By every rule of reason, sugar should have fallen in price; but every one knows that quite the reverse occurred. Just when the heavy fruit crop and low prices of fruit promised the housewife a means of reducing her cost of living for the next year, the price of sugar soared so that she could not use the cheap fruit as she would otherwise have done. At the same time, we pay a duty of about 2 cents a pound on sugar, so that foreign sugar cannot come in and undersell it. Russia produces every year a surplus of 1,733,736-000 pounds of sugar more than that country and Finland together can consume. But by the terms of the Brussels convention she is only allowed to put 440,560,400 pounds of this sugar on the markets of the world. A great problem in Russia, then, is what to do with the other 1,292,809,600 pounds.

Why do we call this the "Brussels convention" compel Russia to hold that sugar? They tell us with a look of great ingenuity that the reason why prices are rising so rapidly is that the population is increasing so fast that the food supply cannot keep pace with it. But the official figures show that in 1899 the land planted to sugar beets was 355,305 acres, the yield of beets was 794,658 tons and the product was 294 tons of sugar. While in 1909 the acreage was 415,964, the beets produced amounted to 3,965,338 tons and the sugar to 496,807 tons. An increase far beyond the demands of the market. Why does the price rise as the supply increases, and rise most rapidly and highest just when the supply is greatest? Don't you think, woman readers of the Progressive Woman, especially those of you who have children to feed and clothes, that this is your question?

How sane and efficient is this system of producing and distributing sugar from the standpoint of the wage earner? A bulletin on manufacturers, issued by the Census bureau, shows that the wages of workers employed in manufactures have increased from about $426 per year in 1899 to about $513 in 1909; an increase of 20 per cent. But the price of sugar has risen from 5 cents to 7 cents, an increase of forty per cent.

Even since the railroads have been carrying the wool from the sheep farms and ranges of the West to the wool mills of the Atlantic states, the roads have made prices and regulations on this traffic which have made it a business necessity for shippers to send their wool clear through to the eastern manufacturers. The railroads have a Difficult position. The Inter-State Commerce Commission has now made a ruling by which these rates and regulations are changed so that shippers can market their wool in Chicago; and it is predicted by those familiar with the trade that extensive woolen markets and woolen mills will spring up in this city within a year. This makes it appear that the concentration of woolen manufacture on the Atlantic coast has been due to artificial causes, and that those causes originated with the railroads, and have been kept in operation by them for this long time for their private benefit. They have thereby secured the haul of the manufacturer unnecessarily for this long distance, and the haul of the cloth back over the same road. If the markets and mills shall be established here, as it is anticipated they will be distributed from Chicago to the Middle West and the prices could be reduced by the amount that has been consumed in this long double haul, without reducing the profits of either the wool grower or the wool goods manufacturer. Whether it will be so reduced is another matter.

It will never be possible to compute the unnecessary transportation for which we have been paying, on this one item of wool alone, ever since the railroads were built. If we add to this the tariff on wool, which amounts to 4c a pound on wool in the cloth and from 50 to 55 per cent of the price of cloth per yard, we shall see that the price has been considerably more than twice as high as it should have been, all to enable a group of irresponsible private persons to control the manufacture of woolen goods for their own profit, and another such group to make us haul our wool over their roads, at their prices, for their profit. Great system!

And all these wrongs, both as to the manufacture and distribution of sugar and of woolen goods, and other kind of goods, are accomplished by the control of the law-making power which lies in the hands of the working class. Can you believe it?

I was talking woman suffrage to a working man the other day, and he replied that he could see how an unmarried woman or a widow had a right to demand the ballot; she might need it; but a married woman had no need for one, as her husband represents her at the ballot box. But the men of this country have not been representing their wives or their children at the ballot box on these questions. And they are the important questions. They tell us it would not do to let women vote now, for men have learned so much about voting and women don't know anything about it, and they would only put things back, but I do not see any evidence that men have even begun to learn how to vote. Down to date they are representing no one but those small groups of men who are ruling and against them. Men will never represent themselves or their families until they use their voting power to establish a system which will enable them to buy commodities for just what it costs to produce them, and will give the worker the full value of his labor in wages with which to buy the equivalent of the goods he has produced.
I HAVE been spending my vacation in the home-town of a Socialist novelist. No, I do not mean Upton Sinclair nor Jack London. I mean one better than either. I mean George Cram Cook, author of "The Chasm.

It happens that Davenport, Iowa, which is the home of Mr. Cook, is also the home of a woman writer of mediocre talent and notorious stupidity in regard to social questions, who writes under the quaint pseudonym of Octave Chassan. As a matter of course, I must not speak about "The Chasm." She said: "It ought to have been called 'The Spasm.'" This bon mot has been repeated extensively among the bourgeoisie of Davenport.

Now, as I had recently occasion to remark, the trouble with this bon mot is that it is not funny. If it were made about a hasty, excited, thoughtless book (such as one of the performances of Octave Thonet, for instance), it would have been funny. But when applied to a work as ordered, as calm, as carefully wrought and having as tremendous a philosophical background as "The Chasm," then such a remark is inane and silly.

"The Chasm" is not merely the finest Socialist novel that has been produced in this country, it is the pioneer of a new kind of fiction. The philosophical novel is well known in Europe, and before long it will be well known in this country as well. George Cook's book is the first attempt in this mode of fiction in America, and as a notably successful attempt it ranks with the best achievements of contemporary American novelists—such as "Huckleberry Finn," with Mark Twain; "The Octopus" and "McTeague," with Theodore Dreiser's "Sister Carrie" and "Jennie Gerhardt," and with that noble book so much our own in its last portions, Robert Herrick's "Together."

The more familiar one is with the best things that have been done all over the world in fiction, the better one knows Dostoevsky, Turgenev, Flaubert, Stendhal, Fielding, Moore, Wells, Frensen, the more eager, I think, one will be to acclaim achievement such as Mr. Cook's in his peculiar and difficult task. "The Chasm" must, of course, be read with reference to the philosophies which it serves to explicate. By philosophy is not meant a dusty, drab affair of lecture rooms and text books, something in which no one is really interested. The philosophy I mean, is that which is a part of men's lives, which really influences people's conduct, which has a vital relation to the modern world. The two most important philosophical tendencies of the present day are the Nietzschean and the Socialist. Both of them represent a reaction from the philosophy of Christianity. The early Christians believed in the philosophy of Christianity. They believed in humility, self-suppression, poverty, charity and obedience. Nobody since the early Christians has really believed in them. The middle ages was a period of compromise, in which those who believed in these things went off into convents and monasteries, while those who did not believe in them stayed to fight the battle, to paint the pictures, to write the poems and to create the splendid of medieval civilization.

But the modern world does not believe in these Christian virtues at all. The modern world is not founded on the Christian virtues. It is founded on their opposites—on courage, self-expression, fullness of life, generosity and power. Sooner or later there had to come a philosophic expression of our real feelings. As a matter of fact, there came two such philosophic expressions. One was the anarcho-socialist, and the other the working-class philosophy. The Nietzscheans say that the works of the superman and of the worker will justly make him king in reducing the working class to slavery. The justification consists in the race of supermen, which is to be the final result of master class domination. On the other hand, the Socialists think that the workers, as a result of their increasing understanding, will amass wealth and throw off the class system, the achievement of these splendid for all the human race.

To make these philosophic ideas vital by weaving them into the lives of his characters was the task of Mr. Cook in this novel. The two main characters, the gardener Bradfield and Cook De Hohenfel, represent these two poles of thought, and as the modern world is swayed between Socialism and a half-conscious Nietzscheanism, so is the soul of the heroine swayed between these two men. I do not intend to rehearse the story, but the account of this struggle makes a moving, significant novel.

So far, so good. It is hardly to be expected that the bourgeoisie would appreciate such a novel. It is chiefly to the intellectual proletariat, to the Socialists, that such writings appeal in other countries. And in America—?

I remarked last month that Socialists do not read fiction. And most of them suffer from it. Their minds are afflicted with a drouth from the perusal of too much (alleged) scientific Socialist literature. They need contact with imaginative literature—with good poetry, good plays, good novels—to keep their minds really alive. They ought to read novels like George Cook's. But do they? They do not. Writers like Mr. Cook could live and die, produce masterpieces and starve, and the Socialists would never bother about it. "The Chasm" was hailed from one end of the Socialist press to the other as "the finest Socialist novel!" It was praised by Sparzo, Sinclair and a dozen other party notables. But did the Socialists read it? Not they.

I know the excuses. And I know they are not true. All the Socialists. I know waste enough time and money on inferior Socialist writings (to say nothing of other things, of which I would not deprive them!) to buy and read nearly all the good, imaginative literature being currently produced. No, the real reason is ignorance and conceit. In fact, it all simmers down to conceit. The Socialist thinks he can get along without imaginative literature—and therefore he is often grotesquely ignorant of the best thought of the day, as it is made vital by novelists, poets and dramatists.

This is not directed exclusively at the rank and file. It is directed especially at those in the party who pride themselves on their intellectualism. Here is an example. My friend, Fritz Feuchter, the Critic of the Universe (about whom I mean to write a book some day), asked me how the lecturers who came to Davenport if they had read "The Chasm." Not one had even heard of it. One of these lecturers was Ernest Untermann. Now Mr. Untermann, as I believe, has read everything. He even has a large defect in his knowledge, great as it is, may be forgiven. But the others don't know anything else, and they cannot be forgiven. They have convicted themselves and the Socialist Party of the grossest sort of ignorance of their own affairs.

But enough of this preaching. I know what the effect will be. The reader will say: "Yes, that's right, Jones and Brown and Smith, the secretary of the local, ought to do more reading." But he won't send $1.35 to The Progressive Woman for a copy—or will he?

I will say this: When the Socialists have neglected a few more books like "The Chasm," published for them by friendly "capitalist" publishers, they won't be bothered with any more. For they won't be published.

A SPECIAL WOMAN'S NUMBER.

"The Prophet and the Ass," the brilliant Socialist magazine advertised elsewhere in this issue, issues a special woman's number for May. The editor, who is not only an artist (the head of the Kalamazo Art School, in fact), but a very interesting and versatile writer, is to be congratulated upon this special effort to interest women in Socialism. The articles and illustrations are first-class. Read the regular ad of this magazine elsewhere, and don't fail to send for a copy of the May issue. And The Progressive Woman wishes to say to every man reader that the P. & A. is not only excellent propaganda stuff, all the year round, but is gotten out in pocket-size, and is just the thing to hand to a fellow sufferer from capitalism. Try a bunch of copies and see.
The Progressive Woman Off the Track

By Josephine Conger-Kaneko

(Following is an editorial comment by Charlotte Perkins Gilman in her magazine, "The Forerunner," of April, on an editorial in the Progressive Woman for March. We also reply to Mrs. Gilman's comment.)

In the Progressive Woman for March 1912, in an editorial on one of Miss Tarbell's papers, she declared:

"The argument of some of our friends that we are human before we are men and women is a very fine-honed one. If we were all birds, and we all developed the evolutionary theory, we must admit that we were male and female upon the day of creation. But the sex cells already evolved into the human. The latter state is comparatively a recent experience. It is true that we are not certain that we are human in the same sense of the term even yet. But we are certain of the sex estate, which permits the making of our being, and after all is said and done, leaves us men and women still.

A reply seems necessary from one of the friends of the Progressive Woman, and one who consistently upholds the human quality as being far more prominent and important than those of sex.

The word "before" as above used has been misunderstood. No one with any knowledge of human qualities and men and women could ever think of the three males, a frog, a ram, and a man, are considered as human qualities in common, but race qualities of pronounced distinction. What we share and divide, we are ready to sacrifice for one another. The difference between the little batrachian, the woolly ovine, and the tall human is far greater than that between the little bird, the weasel, and the human.

The belief that in the one quality of sex they experience similar sensations and perform similar functions is one that the difference in degree of development of one of them. But their other qualities, sensations and functions are so much more numerous that one evening overestimating in the "lower animals," is a way of misrepresenting the animal world. It implies patience and an ability to understand, to live; it is necessary to life, it is necessary to life simply. Being human is a necessary condition, and that is the most important thing.

When a human being is placed in comparison with other animals we find that he shares with all the physiological processes—be it, an animal. His human distinction lies beyond the physiological; it is psychological. The human growth lies in the social field, in its vast mental development and its associated social development.

The making of roads, for instance, is a human process, based wholly upon our race needs. The same is true of the methods of travel, trails and runways as other animals make and maintain. To the last extremes of luxury, are race functions, not the development of our great social processes, of law, religion, education, are race institutions purely.

The whole of our admitted oversocialized condition we are far more distinctively human than we, and you alone a sudden surprise, an elephant and a cat, both female, you will find that being human comes before being a female—to your mind.

We said the argument that we are human before we are men and women is a very fine-honed one. And no one can make the argument. A fine-honed, one can reduce it to its smallest divisible parts, better than Mr. Gilman.

The fact that we live at all is of the greatest importance. Life must exist before anything else. Of sec-

JOSEPHINE CONGER-KANEOKE
maleness, chastened and perfected in their own way, to the common cause. Labor is sexless, and, through the intervention of science can be adjusted to the powers of men, women or children. But the men and women who do the work are not fundamentally affected by this—they must go on being men and women forever; or so long as human life endures, so long as human culture, human civilization, endures.

When our forefathers contested the fact of woman's having a soul, they did it because they despised (and feared) the feminality of woman. Today the same error is committed in other ways, to the great detriment of our movement which is striving for the emancipation of woman. Mrs. Gilman's own contribution to this movement is so great that this one point—this tendency to deprecate sex, and reduce it to the mere physical expression—is not felt, except where it is picked up by less skillful manipulators of the woman question and made a dominant note in their battle cry. Whatever they consider as "womanlike," they affect to despise, some of them openly declaring that they hate women. In this way they hope to earn the right of "equality with men."

It is not less feminality we want. It is feminality undebased. It is a clearer understanding of what womanhood—feminality in the human sense—means. It is that we need to get away from the old interpretations of this term, to give it a chance for fuller and higher expression.

And it is this opportunity which Socialism, in its last analysis, offers to womankind. For not until woman has gained her economic freedom can she hope to attain to her fullest powers as a woman. The parasitic women of the wealthy classes, and the workwomen and home makers of the working class, are alike subject to the disparagement meted out to women on account of their sex. For this reason the Socialist party is the logical fighting ground for the woman seeking to abolish sex privileges. And the National Convention of the Socialist party, which meets at Indianapolis, May 12, should hold unusual interest for the insurgent woman. Socialism will abolish sex rule in industry and government; it will not abolish sex distinctions in the human race.

THE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN NEEDS YOUR ASSISTANCE RIGHT NOW. Not to-morrow, or next month. But it is necessary that you send in a list of subscriptions today, or a big bundle order, so that we can keep this paper going, and up to the standard we have set for it. It is the ONLY woman's paper that points the way of Socialism to women. For this reason you should make liberal use of it in your regular propaganda work. Through the summer three yearly subscriptions will be given for $1.00.

Men and Mules, Lions and Lambs, Heads and Hands, Monkeys and Monkeyettes—this is the GREAT FOUR by Ries. 10c each, the four for 35c. The greatest propaganda pamphlet ever published. Millions sold. Order from The Progressive Woman.

Everybody has the souvenir post-card craze. Why not do a little post-card propaganda? Our Socialist, suffrage and anti-military postcards are JUST THE THING. They talk while going through the mail. 10c per dozen; 150 for $1.00.

RESOLVED, THAT WE DISFRANCHISE MEN AND GIVE WOMEN THE BALLOT.
The Progressive Woman

Continued from page 3

Not only are they educating the women, they are losing no opportunity to teach the men members of the party the senseless futility and the criminal ignorance manifested when one-half of the working class strives to free half in bondage. Women and men, not divided upon a basis of sex, but united upon the basis itself from the start, while leaving the other of working class solidarity, are a necessary part of the working program.

Did You Get Yours?

We are sending free samples of Spring and Summer Goods to all who ask for them. We have some of the prettiest and latest patterns at the lowest prices. If there is any special kind of material you desire write us for samples. No order is too large nor too small for us. Kindly send stamp for samples.

S. STRINBROOK
619 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fred's Amendment

Josephine Conger-Kaneko

He was big and young, and shy with women. His budding genius had for some time exercised itself on the "soap box," and his familiarity with the female sex was manifested itself in his everyday speech—for which he, and many another like him, are duly excused.

She was small and young, and, womanlike, easily mastered the situation in hand. A shy man in love is about the most easily mastered situation a woman can meet.

The conversation had drifted into channels world-wide, and their particular enthusiasm, had absorbed the larger part of it. He had helped himself along by assuming the soap-box attitude of striding up and down the narrow room, hands thrust into his pockets and finger nails thrust into the flesh of the palms. She watched and listened, with a smile lurking under the shadows of her eyes.

"I don't see why Fred should not believe that it would be a good thing under Socialism, for the woman to do the proposing. Fred, being in the romantic span, has a notion that marriage is of much greater concern for women than it is for men—he renders the biggest service. I'm sure you agree with him in this. Of course, I myself am open to conviction on this point. It does sound plausible, in a measure, and I think I will hold the matter under consideration. Fred, being among the beneficent, can lay claim to a fund of experience that a bachelor cannot. Is the preponderance of evidence on his side?"

"Fred says, too, as did Shakespeare and Shaw before him, that the woman fixes the deal up, anyway, and that—but you know the rest."

She smiled assent to the unspoken point. Flinging himself into a chair, he looked at her, measuring the possibilities, silently.

"It must be an exhilarating condition to be in to know that the woman in the case is drawing the lines about you, tighter and tighter, until there is nothing left to do but to do as every other man has done before you—or wake up, if it has been only a dream."

Her smile again parted the veil. "Well, I shall not dispute the point with Fred, until, at least, I can stand on common ground with him. Then, if need be," laughing nervously, "I can hurt my defiance into his teeth. As it is, I must humbly accept what he says—and hope the women comrades will not go after me for saying so—so there!"

"Perhaps most of the women comrades will agree with you. Still, they are used as yet to having the men do the proposing. It would be an innovation, you know, for a woman to try it."

"I wonder, nevertheless and notwithstanding, whether it cannot acquire the relation between man and woman as being best when there is perfect comradely, and when each feels his obligations toward the other equally. Or do such relations exist only in fairy tales? I am inclined to think not, and I am also inclined to think they will grow more plentifully in the coming future. I couldn't imagine Fred and Helen being better off, and I wish all my friends much the same luck."

There was a long pause, in which both relapsed into their inmost thoughts. Then she spoke:

"But is the world ready for perfect frankness between men and women? We women are taught, you know, to hide our feelings, even after the young man 'does a-wooing come.' Otherwise we cheapen ourselves. And as everything seems to have a foundation in fact, even our prejudices, may not this also? Is it not true that too many men are apt to take advantage of a girl's frank confession of—of admiration or affection for him? Can she always depend upon his being as deeply sincere as she is? And can she not easily put her aside after considerable mischief has been done, with the excuse that she is 'too easy'? I have heard of such things. Maybe—some day—there can be perfect frankness and perfect comradely. But, not to be too serious, why not be consistent and bring all these weighty matters to the convention in May? You might introduce this as 'Fred's Amendment to Our Principles!'"

They both laughed. "Well," he said, "I certainly am willing to vote for Fred's amendment, but I think it is high time we gave up the idea of dignity, as well as make it easier to pass, for the women to introduce it. Don't you think you might use your influence to have the woman's committee appear to take the initiative? I promise my vote for it."

Women's Periodicals

The Progressive Woman is the only Socialist publication for English speaking women in the United States. It has a circulation of about 12,000. This paper has made a valiant fight for its life, and has received all possible support from the Woman's National Committee. It has been a great help to the committee and has been one of the means through which so much work has been accomplished.

During 1911, programs for use in Socialist localities were prepared by the committee and published monthly in the Progressive Woman. In other ways it enabled the Woman's National Committee to carry on its work and it is today the only woman's paper for carrying the Socialist message into English speaking homes.

Summary

It has taken but two years for the women to demonstrate the great value of their organized efforts in the work of the Socialist party. The Socialist party realizes as never before the absolute necessity of reaching the women with the message of Socialism. The National Executive Committee, the Woman's National Committee and the National Office are sparing no effort in educating them to an understanding of their class interests and in bringing them into the party as dues-paying members, having the same duties and the same responsibilities as the men.
THE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN

He was on his feet again, tossing about the room, aimlessly playing with pictures and bric-a-brac. She had never known such a man before, but she kept herself well in hand. A leather-covered volume of Stephenson's "Virginibus Puerisque" absorbed his attention for a fleeting moment.

"But what is the use of arguing this point, anyway? So long as they marry and live happily ever after, what difference whether one or two mothers are an eyelash more than the other? Why split hairs--of an eyelash (my, that's horrible) over it? The chief point is, they are married. Aside from which profound observation, let us say that a great deal passes between a man and a woman that neither is cognizant of (only the third person, who makes a study of a great many instances--ahem!), and each is entirely innocent of any amount of little trifles, each thin as air, yet which, taken together, make that vast difference between the special lover and all others. Not so? This is where EXPERIENCE tells--experience in watching others. They may not fall in love at first sight, as Shakespeare would have it, but they do make a special impression on each other. Perhaps they spend the first hour, after separating, in mental stock-taking of the new acquaintance,ship having acted as a wave of fresh air. They meet again, perhaps accidentally. But they know each other. Neither this time, nor for a few times to come, can they conceal the interest they have for each other. There comes the period of conscious arrangement and preparation. They now fence. Each, perhaps unwittingly, is striving to get the whilpash of affection over the other. But just when one or the other is about to triumph the bottom feeling asserts itself, and all simulation is cast off. Then comes a period of frankness, of directness, of acceptance or rejection, and then they begin to search for kindred threads of thought and sentiment. Then comes the final consummation, when they see they are one."

He winced under her square look. "Well, as I said before, considering the girl I was with--"

He resumed his seat, apparently crestfallen. She bent her head and rested her elbow on her knee and her chin on the palm of her hand. For a moment she gazed silently into his flushed face.

"Do you know," she said, slowly, "I would MUCH rather be the girl you were--thinking about, than the girl you were with--when Fred made that proposition."

After two or three long minutes, when she was putting her hair in order and he had come to the conclusion, as a man again, he said (with a box-office "soap-boxer" must always have the last word), "At least, after the old, old way, a woman disposes, even if she doesn't propose. I certainly SHALL vote for 'Fred's Amendment To Our Principles.'"

THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT

Without the women

Is Only Half a Movement

Don't let us forget to enlighten the Future Voters

"The Progressive Woman" is here for that purpose.

Women's Committees

can make money selling The P. W. at street meetings this summer. To help them out, we are making The P. W., in winter, in bundles. Subscription Cards 35 cents each for three or more.

Remember, this is the Only Woman's Paper that points the way of Socialism to Women

And women everywhere are going to vote very soon. This offer lasts through the summer. Begin at once to take advantage of it.

THE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN

5445 Drexel Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD
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free of charge, to the operatives; it has a hospital ward; it is supposed to be really fire-proof—fire escapes all around the plant; filtered drinking water, perfect ventilation in summer as well as in winter—in short, it is an ideal place to work in. It may be; we will not dispute the facts.

But reading the account of this costly "up-lift factory," one cannot help but ask this simple question: "How about the wages paid to these girl workers?" For let it be known that the sanitation and roof garden and all the other beauties of this model factory do not and cannot amount to much for the girl workers if they don't get a wage sufficient to live on!

What good will the roof garden enjoyment do the girl worker if at the end of the week she has not even enough to pay her board?

And it is rather doubtful whether the employers of this expensive plant will pay a decent wage. For let it be remembered that while they (the owners of the factory) were willing to go to such an expense in erecting this fine factory, they are still in business—not for love, but to make profits, and big profits at that.

It therefore follows that while the employers of the Nemo Corset Company have spent such an enormous amount of money in building that magnificent plant, and while they are getting and will get all the credit and fame for being unselfish and "humanic" employers, yet the woman and girl workers will be those who will pay for everything—pay with their sweat and blood, if you please! Yet all their credit will amount to will be a starvation wage.

With the sanitary factories must go a living wage, otherwise they are useless in so far as the working girl is concerned.

Let us hope that the working women of the Nemo Corset Company will see the necessity of organizing themselves into a union and thereby forcing the employers to pay a decent wage. Then, and then only, can we appreciate the efforts of the employers to have all these comforts for their employes.

I Will Develop Any Woman's BUST

I WILL TEACH ANY WOMAN FREE OF CHARGE How to Develop Her Bust

Proper French Method is different from anything else ever brought before American women.

Thousands of women have vainly used massage, electricity, pumps, instruments, ointments, general tonics, constitutional treatments, exercises and other without results.

This method has been in Europe with astounding success, and has been accepted as the most positive method known to date. To prove it, any lady over 50, aged or elderly—may develop her bust from 2 to 5 inches in 14 days and see definite results in 3 to 6 days, no matter what the cause of the lack is. It is backed by scientific facts absolutely.

This method has been in Europe with astounding success, and has been accepted as the most positive method known to date. To prove it, any lady over 50, aged or elderly—may develop her bust from 2 to 5 inches in 14 days and see definite results in 3 to 6 days, no matter what the cause of the lack is. It is backed by scientific facts absolutely.

Any Woman May Now Develop Her Bust. I will prove it. 5 missions 25 cents. Address Mlle. De Barrie, Suite 3350 Pontiac Blvd., Chicago.
The following are among those who helped in the good work of bringing Socialism to women in the past month:

Enclosed is $2.50. Please extend my bundle a few months, and send me "The Flower Shop," "Little Sister of the Poor" and a dozen post-cards. The Progressive Woman is good, I notice some of my friends have bought subscriptions. Good luck to you. Burt Johns, Chicago Junction, O.

My heart is with you in your work. Please find enclosed $2 to pay for the enclosed list of names. Your comrade and brother, G. W. Harris, Farmington, Mont. P. S.—Look for another Montana list soon.

The bundle of your March issue sent me has been thoroughly introduced by our ticket sellers to the Lyceum Course, and you doubtless have heard from Pablo through the lecture bureau. Send another bundle, and we will push them at the last lecture, April 25th. I am sure we can aid your worthy paper in this way. Very truly, C. B. Anthony, Pueblo, Colo.

Emily Kientz, St. Louis, Mo., sends $2 for subscriptions.

M. J. Dvorak, Dodson, Mont., sends $1.20 for post-cards and a bundle of The Progressive Woman. He says: "I am well pleased with the post-cards and The Progressive Woman, my only regret being that I cannot do more for the P. W. and the cause.

J. E. Houghton, Toronto, Can., sends five six-months' subscriptions.

Enclosed find $1.60 for five subscriptions to the P. W., and one dozen post-cards. I am well pleased with your paper, and with your success.—Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Gravelle, Ark.

Flora M. Boselack, Milwaukee, Wis., sends $8.60 for bundle of April P. W.

Mrs. Victor L. Berger sends $30 and asks that the P. W. be sent to her at Washington, D. C.

Enclosed find two yearly subscriptions to the P. W. The article on woman suffrage by James Black in the January issue is the best one I have read on conditions here. M. A. Bonwell, Devonport, Auckland, N. Z.

Stanley Curtis, East Providence, R. I., sends $1.00 for two yearly subscriptions.

Kindly send me to Girard extra copies of The Progressive Woman for April. Stamps enclosed. I appreciate fully your consideration, always kind and generous, in giving me first place in this unusually excellent number. Your comrade, Eugene V. Delas.

Mrs. W. J. Evans, Richmond, Ind., encloses $1.00 with an order for three yearly subscriptions.

J. Garland Flowers, Sandia, Texas, sends his subscription and asks for sample copies to distribute among his school friends.

Ida Ginsburg, Omaha, Neb., sends a bundle of forty and says: "The Socialist Party of Omaha has voted to secure a bundle of the P. W. each month for an indefinite period. The proceeds derived from this goes toward more literature in advancing the cause."

C. Hanson, Colorado City, Colo., sends $1.00 for three yearly subscriptions.

W. H. Hawks, Manette, Wash., sends eight new names for our list.

S. S. Osato, Monessen, Pa., sends $2.50 for a bundle of the April issue.

Gertrude H. Pierce, Chicago, sends $2.00 for 12 six-months' subscriptions.

Myra F. Payne, Clearwater, Calif., sends $1 for six half-year subscriptions.

J. A. Phillips, St. Louis, Mo., sends $2.00 for subscription cards.

Marie Ricker, Philadelphia, Pa., sends four new names for our list.

Please send 75 copies of April issue of magazine for sale at our meeting next Sunday night. We will not only sell the P. W., but will try how many subscriptions we can get that night. Good cheer and success. May M. Strickland, Dayton, O.

I am instructed by Local Dayton to inform you that we have taken up your proposition to try and induce the women of this locality to help us in this great cause of human emancipation. So we have decided to ask you to send us a bundle of The Progressive Woman to do some canvassing with. Later we will order subscription cards. As soon as we get the work started the women comrades will take the matter up with the assistance of the men, and we have hopes that much good will be accomplished. Yours for the revolution, W. J. Atkins, Recording Secretary, Dayton, Ky.

L. G. Atkins, Suman, Wash., sends $1.50 for a bundle, and says: "Our work is a little new here, and we scarcely know what to distribute, but, considering that we have many women in our local and that they are fully enfranchised in this state, it occurs to me that the P. W. cannot come amiss."

50 Socialist Songs

Tuberculosis
its Diagnosis, Treatment and Cure

NEW TREATISE ON TUBERCULOSIS
By FREEMAN HALL, M. D.

This valuable medical book tells in plain, simple language how Tuberculosis can be cured in your own home. If you know of any one suffering from Tuberculosis, send him a copy of this book. It will tell him how to cure himself. It will save a life, and if you are in the habit of sending books to others, this is a book you may safely recommend. It tells the facts as they are. It tells the details as they are. It tells the cure as it is. In the hands of those who are suffering, it will instruct him how to cure himself, with its aid, and it makes a new chance in life for the one who is suffering and the one who is dying. It is sent postage free, and they believe their case hopeless.

Available at public libraries.

Grace W. Bentley, Secretary Woman's Commodity, Secaucus, N. Y., sends 12 new names for our list, and says: "We have taken up the work of introducing this magazine among the women as part of our propaganda work."

Thos. Jr. Cowens, Los Angeles, Calif., sends 10 three-months' and one yearly subscription.

Clara E. Dover, Sequim, Wash., sends six new yearly subscriptions.

Mrs. Anton Hewlett, Grove City, Pa., sends $2.75 with a list of names.

Mary A. Hammad, Rochester, N. Y., sends $1.50 for a bundle of six months' at a meeting. J. W. Hammad, Vancouver, B. C., sends $7.00 and a list of 14 new names.

During the summer months there will be no end of picnics and street meetings. At every one of these should be women comrades with bundles of The Progressive Woman to sell. We are making you a special rate of 2½ cents on any book sold. This is a bundle of copies and you will find it easy to put money into your treasury by selling hundreds of copies. Three yearly sub cards for $1.00.

ECZEMA
Also called Tetter, Salt Rheuma, Preittus, Milk-Crust, Weeping Plaque.

ECZEMA CAN BE CURED TO STAY, and when I say cured, I mean just what I say—CURED, and not merely patched up for awhile, to return worse than before. Remember, I make this bold statement after putting ten years of my time on this one disease and handling in the mountains a quarter of a million cases of this dreadful disease. Now, I do not care what you have read or heard from any doctors have told you that you could not be cured— all I ask is just a chance to prove to you that I know what I am talking about. If you will write me the history of your case, I will send you a FREE TRIAL of my mild soothing, guaranteed cure that will convince you more in a day than all your doctors could in a month's time. If you are disgusted and discouraged by your present treatment, I will be glad to prove my claims by writing me today you will enjoy more real comfort than your family is used to. Just try it and you will see I am telling you the truth.

Dr. J. R. CANNADAY, 798 Park Rd., Sedalia, Mo.

References: Third Nat'l Bank, Sedalia, Mo. Could you do a better thing than to send this notice to some poor sufferer of Eczema?
Try “BROWNATONE” Hair Stain FREE

“Brownatone” quickly stains light spots, gray or streaked hair, and restores it to a natural brown or black. Let us send you a FREE bottle that will prove it.

What “Brownatone” Will Do

Don’t hesitate to use it freely. BROWNATONE is absolutely harmless to both hair and scalp and produces the most delightful rich brown (or black if you prefer). Simple and easy to apply, immediate results are sure and no rash on use.

BROWNATONE contains no sugar of lead, sulphur, silver, mercury, peroxide or other ingredients that are so often found in “dyes.”

We will send absolutely free, for a short while only a trial bottle of BROWNATONE if you send us your name and address, accompanied by 10 cents to help pay postage and packing. This offer is made for you to try BROWNATONE Hair Stain, and find for yourself just how superior it is to all so-called “dye”, “combs,” etc., etc.

BROWNATONE is free from all odor and is absolutely free from grease. You apply it with your comb. Send the coupon today and try this wonderful hair stain free. It will take away those streaks of gray, remove the light spots and restore unblemished or faded hair to a beautiful brown (or black if you prefer).

A Few Extracts From Thousands of Letters

- “BROWNATONE is a decided success.” San Antonio, Texas.
- “I like your Brownatone. It works fine.” Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
- “Brownatone is just right.” Denver, Colorado.
- “I am more than pleased with Brownatone.” Lynchburg, Virginia.
- “I claim it to be the most beautiful woman in America.” Ann Arbor, Michigan.
- “Brownatone is just what I needed and I have been looking for.” Sandusky, Ohio.
- “Brownatone is the only thing I ever tried that gave perfect satisfaction.” Jersey City, New Jersey.
- “It is the best I have ever used.” Falls Ferry, Iowa.
- “I have used hair dyes for many years, but I pronounce yours the best of all.” Los Angeles, California.

The Most Beautiful Woman in America

Would quickly take a “back seat” if she permitted the streaks of gray to become visible, or if she did not keep her hair the rich and luxurious brown that is so characteristic of Brownatone Hair Stain.

All faded or “worn out” hair is instantly restored to brown (or black) by the use of this wonderful stain. One trial (sent free) will convince the most skeptical, and prove how superior this one bottle preparation is to all of the old style “dyes,” “combs,” etc.

Just send the coupon for a free trial bottle.

Every Woman’s Duty Is to “Keep Young”

No Woman Needs Days Need Appear Old Under Ninety

It is undoubtedly not only the right, but duty of every woman to keep herself attractive and young looking just as long as she is physically capable. Nothing gives either a man or a woman the appearance of age more surely than gray, streaked or faded hair—nothing lends such an air of freshness and youth as a suit of beautiful brown (or black) hair.

“Brownatone” is the Greatest Foe to Old Age

Just a touch now and then with your comb or brush, and presto! Youth has returned.

The brown-haired girl is beyond question the most universally admired type of beauty. The staining of the hair to a brown or black can never be detected, while bleaching and strong dyes are usually so noticeable as to be conspicuous.

Send for the coupon (or write) for a free trial of BROWNATONE and find out for yourself how easily it is applied and what beautiful shades it gives to your hair.

There’s Nothing Like “Brownatone”

Nothing Else Has Ever Been Known to Give Such Uniformly Good Results in Every Case

BROWNATONE is so far ahead of all other preparations that have been offered for staining the hair that there is nothing else that can reasonably be compared with it.

The results in thousands of cases have been so uniformly good and so universally satisfactory that it is only fair to caution everyone to BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES.

Remember that BROWNATONE is the one hair stain that positively does not contain a particle of peroxide, mercury, cyanide, or any other harmful or toxic ingredients usually found in “dyes.”

Send the coupon and learn all about BROWNATONE.

FREe TRIAL BOTTLE COUPON

The Kenton Pharmaceutical Co., 125 East Pike Street, Covington, Ky.

Please send me your trial bottle of BROWNATONE HAIR STAIN. 1 ounce 10 cents (silver or stamps) to help pay postage and packing.

Do you wish light brown, dark brown or black? State shade desired.

Name

Address

City, State